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ln-Track Performance of Geotextiles at Caldwell, Texas

S. M. CHRISMER and G. RICHARDSON

ABSTRACT

A performance test of geotextiles in track was perforned jointly by the Monsanto
Corporation and Southern Pacific Rail-road. The test site at Caldwell, Texasr
was chosen because of the poor subgrade conditions. The track eras instrunented
to determine the influence of the geotextiles on track behavíor. The instru-
mentation measured the extent of the anticipated geotextile functions of rein-
forcement, subgrade ¡noisture transport, filtrationr and separation. There was
no evidence of reinforcenent or moisture transport, but filtration and separa-
tion appeared to be the main advantages.

In Novenber 1977, an extensive field investigation
was begun of geotextile performance and the as-
sociated influence on track behavior' which was a
joint project of the Monsanto corporation and South-
ern Pacific Railroad. The tesÈ site was located in
Caldwetl, Texas, in an area with significant rtrack
maintenance problerns resulting from poor subgrade
performance. The subgrade soil- is comprised of a

nediun-to-soft consistencyr highly expansive clay,
which typifies sone of the worst soil conditions
under which geotextiJ-es äre placed.

The geotextiles were installed in a new siding
constructed alongside the main line track. New track
construction was selected for the test to eliminate
problems related to ballast pockets and undercutting
programs that would have been experienced if the
fabric and ínstrumentaÈion had been placed in exist-
ing track. The rnain Iine carries about 10 ¡nilIion
gross tons (¡ngt) per year, which is considered
moderate for a ¡nain line track.

The test was planned with the objective of deter-
nining the extent to which fabrics perform the an-
ticipated functions of (a) reinforcenent' (b) sub-
grade moisture transPort' (c) filtration' and (d)
separation. Extensive instrumentation was reguired
to differentiate the role that each mechanisn played
in a given test section. Figure I shows the subgrade
instrumentation that was installed in each section.

TEST SECTION CONDITIONS

The existing and design grades at each of the six
individual test sections are shown in Figure 2. Test
sections 1 through 4 were constructed with nonwoven
fabrics placed on the subgrade. The properties of
t.he geotextiles are given in Table I. section 5 was

a control sect.ion with no fabric, and Section 6 was
a ce¡nent-stabilized zone. Section 6 was used to corn-
pare the performance of a conventionaLr but expen-
sive, method of subgrade stabilization with the per-
formance of the various fabríc sections. The length
of each of the fabric sections and the cement-
stâbilized section was 300 ft, whereas the control
zone v¡as only 150 ft in length. The control site was
made shorter because it was bel"ieved that this track
section might fail or experience a large amount of
settlernent.

S.M. Chrisner, Association of American RaiLroads'
3140 SouÈh Fedèral Street, chicago' I11. 6061-6. G.
Richardson, SoiIs and Material Engineeringr 1903
North Harrison Avenuer Caryr N.C. 27511.

An 8-in. Iayer of lightly cenent-stabilized soil
was coinpacted over the natural soil of the entire
test area to provide a zone of inter¡nediate strength
between the ballãst and subgrade. The natural soil
had a range of liquid limits between 50 and 85 per-
cent, and a plastic index of between 27 and 55 per-
cent, and is therefore a. CH-type soil (inorganic
clay of high plasticity) under the Unified Classifi-
cation Systen. The natural soil was about 95 percent
saturated. The compâcted soil layer is cl-assified as
a Cl-type soil (clay of low Plasticity). Field Cali-
fornia Bearing Ratio (cBR) tests v¡ere performed on
the compacted soil at three locations within each
test sectíon. The average CBR val-ues at 0.I in.
penetration for the six sections were 24, 23, 2I,
20, 32, and 15, respectively. The cBR values were
much greater than would be expected for clayey loant
due to the surface cement stabilization and heavy
conpaction.

The effects of swelling soil were seen in the
top-of-rai1 surveys and soil moisture measurements
obtained periodically over a period of 1.5 yr.
Upheaval of the track was observed after a hard
rain, but the effect of this soil swelling on the
dynamic instrunent response should not have been
appreciable. After the various fabrics were placed
in Test Sections I through 4, I in. of ballast were
placed over each section. No subballast was useil.
Section 6 had the ballast resting on 12 in. of
cement-stabil-ized rock screenings.

TRACK LOADINGS

Switcher l-ocornotíves, running at speeds between 2

and 50 mph, provided the load input to the track
structure for those tests that required a load. The
cumulative wear on the track was provided by revenue
trains that were allowed to run over the test sec-
tions. Unfortunately, records of the amount of actual
traffic tonnage passing over the test secÈions were
not kept. Hoh'ever, because approxinately 50 percent
of the main line traffic was diverted onto the siding
test sectionr it may be assu¡ned that the siding
received about 5 mgt. per year (i.e., one-half of the
singl-e track total of 10 ngt per year).

QUASI-STATIC TRÀCK SYSTEM RESPONSE

As mentioned earlier r there are four postulated
mechanisms by which a geotextile is believed to in-
fluence track behavior in general:
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. Reinforcenent,

. Moisture transport,

. Filtration, and
'Separation.

The data fron instrumentation that are used to
measure such influences v¡iII be presented next. Near
the end of the paper ' the measurements are reviewed
to determine if and how much any of the preceding
mechanisms influenced behavior.

Soil l"loisture lvleasurements

Soii, moisture in the conpacted clay loam and the
naturaf clay subgråde was ¡neasured to monitor the
water content (relative percentåge ratio of pore
water to soiL sol-ids). A snaller seasonal change in
soil moisture contents in the fabric test sections
as compared to the control section would indicate
that a fabric may keep the subgradê drier.

Draínage in the test sections was dependent on
the topography and loca1 soil properties. Figure 2

shows the grade conditions for the overall test sitê.
The steeper grade in Section 1 provided better
draínage; howevêr, this section also received runoff
from sections 2 and 3. Thus, various combinations of
grade and watershed did not appear to favor any
particular section.

Three methods were used to monitor the soil water
content: (a) manual corings, (b) electrical resis-
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tance transducers, and (c) electrical capacitance
t.ransducers. The last two methods (those using in-
strunentation) gave values of moisture content that
were close to those of the field corings. Ho$¿ever,
the instrumentation responses were flatter and did
not shoi,, the increase resulting from the rainy months
of March through June as did the samples recovered
from the field. Because the water content measure-
¡nents frorn the manual coríngs are believed to be the
¡nost reliab1e, onJ-y the data from the field corings
wil-1 be given. Soit sarnples were obtained every 6

in. to a depth of 24 in. at the middle of each test
section. Figure 3 shows the variation of subgrade
vrater content in the test sections over approximately
I.5 yr. Figure 4 shows the test section differences
between the seasonal maximum and mini¡num soil mois-
tures that occurred duríng the 17 months.

Pore Water Pressures

Pore water pressures in the natural subgrade h'ere
monitored using piezometers. It was believed that
subgrade moisture transport in the fabric test sec-
tíons might be apparent from reduced pore water
pressures compared to the control section. The pi-
ezometers were itnplanted within the subgrade in each
section in a pJ-ane perpendicular to the rails. Shal-
low piezoneters were placed 15 in. beneath the
finished subgrade at locations below the south edge
of the ties, the south rails, and the centerline of
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FIGURE I Schematic diagram showing typical subgrade test irutrumentation.
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TABLE I Physical hoperties of the Caldwell Test Site Geotextiles

Fabric

Property

Weight (ozlyd2)
Thickness at 0.03 bar (mils)
Porosity (7o) -
Density (kg/m")
Puncture strength (lb)
Puncture toughness (lb)
Burst strength (psi)
G¡ab strength (lb)

MDA
TDb

Apparent elongatiot (%)
MD
TD

Toughness (lb)
MD
TD

Trap. tear strength (lb)
MD
TD

Abrasion (grab strength) (lb)
Lateral permeability (cm/sec)
At 0.24 bar
At 2.00 bar

Normal permeability
cm/sec
htérlsecl cm2

Equivalent opening size
Denier
Polymer
Structure

10.7 10.7
173 99
91 90
83 144
1 13 143
40 34
344 4s8

6.1 6.7
22 78
60 92
364 114
74 88
24 25
270 311

233 238
225 t84

165
27t

t29
t12

106
152

62
88
104

0.27
0.08

279
301

66
6I

92
92

61
75

71
84

63
75

75
69

95
86
71

1t4
109
177

0.32
0.1 3

0.5 7 0.45
0.022 0.022
50 Unknown
77
Polypropylene Polyester
Needled Needled

76
102
184

0.06
0.01

0.38
0.14

aMachine direction.
bT¡ansverse di¡ection.

the siding. An additíonal piezoneter was placed to a
depth of 4 ft beneath the finished subgrade at the
centerline of each test section.

Maximun static positive pore water pressures would
occur if the water table is assumed to be at the
surface of the subgrade. Thus, the maximurn positive
pore water pressures neasured at Cald$¡ell should be

0.07 0.44
0.004 0.034
200 Unknown
l¿ I
Polyester Polyestel
The¡mal-
bonded Needled

0.54 psi for the shallow piezometers and 1.73 psi
for the deep piezometers, based on the depth below
the water tab1e. Hohreverr pore water pressures in
excess of 0.54 psi (so¡ne approaching 3.6 psi) were
neasured by the shalloer piezometers at Sections 1-3 t
and 6, which conflicts with the naximum pore rrater
pressure rnodel just tnentioned.
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FIGURE 3 Maximum seasonal yariation¡ irt soil moigture content from July 1978 to
March 1980 for Section¡ l-6.
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Excess positive pore vraÈer pressures vrould lead
to reduced subgrade strengths and increased settle-
ments, caused by reduced effective stress. However,
Sections 1, 2, and 6 did not experience significant
settlements and certainly did not, appear to be show-
ing any signs of weak or failing subgrades.

Although there were erratic readings from a few
of the piezometers, the others gave reasonable mea-
surenents. From these data, the reduced pore water
pressures expected to be seen if soil moisture
transport was occurring were not apparent. Therefore,
no systematic test. section differences were observed
with this instrumentation.

Subgrade Geometry

Stahic vertical extensometêr readings were recorded
to rnonitor the vertical- novement of the soil-ballast
interface with respect to a point 10 ft belovr. The
static extensometer readings are shown in Figure 5.
All of the curves show a consistent trend in the

X5

rise and fall of the interface. Section 5, the con-
trol section, clearly experienced greater vertical
sett.Iements than the renaining sect,ions. Note also
that the vert.ical movenent of Section 3 began to
accelerate rapidly during December 1979. The failure
of Section 3 occurred in January 1980, as shown in
Figure 5.

Track excavations were nade in each of the fabric
sections to observe the transverse subgrade profile
under both a tie and a crib. Elevations were taken
at the top of the fabric in each excavation before
it was removed to reveal the subgrade. Large subgrade
displacenents were indicated for Section 3. The
excavätion in Section 3 was ¡nade in an area where
the top-of-rail (ToR) profile had indicated l-arge
settl-e¡nents. This provided further evidence of the
soil-related failure of Section 3. The subgrade pro-
files from aI1 of the geotextile sections and the
control section showed a depression of the subgrade
below the tie-rail seats. The depth of this depres-
sion ranged from less than I in. in Section 4 to
more than 6 in. in Section 3.

The nost significant finding in the excavations
was made at Site 3 where a layer of weak clay slurry
was located just under the fabric. The penetrometer
unconfined compression strength of the clay slurry
was less than 0.25 tons per ft2. The slurry layer
appeared to be extruding from beneath the fabric.
The existence of this layer pointed to a near surface
soil failure as contributing to the excessive set-
tlement in section 3. The low perrneability of the
fabric appeared to be the cause of the slurry for¡na-
tion. This problem site wil-l be discussed in greater
detail later.

DYNAMIC TR.ACK SYSTEIVI RESPONSE

Subgrade Rêsponse--Earth Pressures

The transducers for neasuring vertical earth pres-
sures r.¡ere installed 3 to 4 in. below the top of the

FIGURE 4 Variations in average soil water content with time in Sections 1'6.
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FIGURE 5 Extensometer data showing static soil displacement
variations with time in Sections 1-6.
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FIGURE 6 Subgrade pressures under one tie in each of
Sections l-6.

subgrade. Figures 6 and 7 shov¡ the transverse and
longitudinal layout of the transducers in the soil.
The earth pressure rneasurenents shown in these fig-
ures were obtained by selectíng the maximurn pressure
registered by each bransducer during each loconotivê
pass. These ¡naximum pressures were generated under
the wheel l-oads of switcher locomotives traveling at
velocities ranging from 2 to 50 rnph. Because the
maxi¡nu¡n pressures varied somewhat r.tith loco¡notive
speed (a small variation in ¡nost cases and with no
definite trend), the average for each of the various
speeds rrras calculated and plotted ín Figures 6 and 7.

o
I

FIGURE 7 Subgrade pressures under four ties in each of
Sections l-6.

The transverse and longitudinal earth pressure
neasurements showed approximately the same pressure
profiJ.es for each site. No significant differences
couLd be observed between the pressure profiles in
the fabric sections and those in the control section.

El-astic Subgrade Deformat,ions

Measurements of elastic subgrade deformations under
load were obtained using three extensoneters per
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section, which were installed under the rail--tie
seats. The mean values obtained under loading are
plotted in Figure 8 for the respective test dates.
The elastic deformations meäsured in Sectíons 2-4,
and 6 showed the same cli¡natic variations, with Sec-
tion 6 having consistently smaller amplitudes. Gen-
eral weather data obtained fro¡n Caldwellr Texâs,
showed that March through June were ¡nonths that had
significant a¡nounts of rainfall, which would explain
the increase in dynamic displacenents in all but
Section 5.
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FIGURE B Variations in mean values of elastic deformation
under load at the ballast/subgrade interface with time, for
Sections l-6,

The anomalous behavior of Section 5 during the
wet season was shown by decreasing elastic deforrnâ-
tion, while the other sections vrere experiencing
increasing deformations. Section I also had ano¡nalous
behavior, as evidenced by the wide range in defor¡na-
tion with the seasons. The soil moisture content
data did not indicate that the soÍl in Section 1

experienced greater vâriation of moÍsture contenti
the noisture content in Section I was the nost
uniform during this period.

Because there was no consistent trend in subgrade
elastic deformations betr,reen test sectionsr no sec-
tion differences are noted. The control section had
lovrer-than-average elastic subgrade deflections.

Superstructural Response--Tie Plate Loads

The portion of the wheel load that was distributed
to the single tie over which the wheel was located
was meâsured at one tie in each section, using a
load cell tie plate. The i-oad cell tie plates were
installed just before the tine of measurement and
then replaced with ordinary tie plates after the
testing was completed.

The naxi¡nurn tie plate loadings for al1 six sec-
tions were 19, 18, 14, 10, J-1r and 20 kips, respec-
tively. Sections I, 2, anð 6 appeared to have the
largest loads. However, tie loads can be variable
from one tie to the next, even in new construction.
Têsts elsewhere have shown that the percentage of a
wheel l-oad taken by the tie directly under that wheeL
nay vary between 20 and 50 percent (!), depending on
the tie support conditions and rail stiffness. In
these tests, the range of the tie loads divided by
the wheel loads (about 33 kips) for all six sections
was between 30 and 60 percent. Because the test
results were within the natural. variations of t,he
tie load spectrum, and because only one tie per sec-
tion was instrumented, data fron the instrumented
tie plates could not be used to explain the observed
differences in test section behavior.
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Tie strains

The tie strains were tneasured by gauges attached to
the top of one tie in each test section. This enabled
the dynanic bending strains in the longitudinal plane
of a tie in each section to be rnonitored. The ties
in Sections 5 and 6 were straíning somewhat more in
the tie middle than near the rail seats, whereas the
fabric section ties were strained more unifornly.
However, as nentioned previouslyr the tie support
conditionsr andr therefore, the bending' could vary
considerably fro¡n tie to tie. Therefore' because
only one tie per section v¡as instrumented, differ-
ences in section response could not be confirmed
from these datâ.

BALLAST CONTAM]NATION

Filtration and separation are two of the attributes
most comnonly associated with the use of geotextiles
in railroad applications. To assess the perforrnance
of the fabric sections vrith respect to these tvro
characteristics, samples of ballast,r soil, and
fabric were taken from the field for laboratory
analysis.

Differentiating the subgrade fines from fines of
other sources, for example, fro¡n bal-Iast abrasion,
windblown, and so forth, was essential to evaluating
the perfornance of the various geotextiles. Section
6, the cement-stabilized section, played a key role
in this investigation, because it contained fines
from all sources other than those associated with
the subgrade. Assuming reasonably uniform ballast
and surface conditions, the contaninating fines mea-
sured in Section 6 should represent a control for
the other test sections.

Ballast samples were taken at uniform increments
of depth below the top of the tíes in Sections I
through 6. Additional sanples were obtained from the
top of, and beneath, the fabric in Sections 1 through
4. Samples were âIso taken at the soíI-ballast in-
terface, and at the top of the cenent at Sectíons 5
and 6, respectively. Samples were obtained frorn holes
dug by hand in the ballast. A water spray mist was
used to prevent the fines fron being ilisplaced ilue
to the sampJ.ing disturbance. Approximately 700 to
800 g of ballast were taken at each depth.

The anount of contamination, as quantified by
rneasuring the amount of fines that passed through a
No. 200 sieve (0.074 nìm), consisted of both silt and
clay-sized particles, and were assu¡ned to be repre-
sentaÈive of the ballast contamÍnation.

¡'lean values e¿ere established for the percentage
of contaÍìination versus depth data fro¡n each test
section, and are presented in Figure 9. In the bâI-
l-ast above the leveL of 12 in. from the top of the
tie, only sections 3 and 5 had contamination in ex-
cess of that measured in section 6 (the ncontrol"
section in this case). (Note the contamination of
the ballast just above the fabric. section 5r with
no fabric, had significantly lnore contarnination at
this Level than the renaining sections, and only
Sections 3 and 4 of the fabric sections had contami-
natÍon greater than sectíon 6.)

In addition to the anount of contamination r
laboratory hydroneter analyses vrere performed to
measure the percentage of clay pârticles in the con-
ta¡ninant fines. Clay particles in the contarninant
can originate only as windblown particles or in the
subgrade. Crushing and abrasion of the ballast wouLd
produce coarser silt-sízed particles. The subgrade
beneath the track consisted of both clay and silt-
sized particlest therefore, the presence of exces-
sive amounts of clay fines would indicate a filter-
ing of the silts by the fabricsr as the fines tried
to pass through the fabric.

Section 3
Section 5 (Control)
Section 4
Section 6 (Cement Stabilized)
Section 2
Section 1

Òf Geotextile

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 12.0

FIGURE 9 Percentage of fines passing a No. 200 sieve versus

sampling depth in Sections 1-6.

The average percentages of clay particles in the
contaminant fines for Sections 1 through 6 weret
respectively, 50.3, 45.7 t 43.6, 40.6, 32.6' and 25.3.
Therefore, using section 6 as the control, it ap-
pears that the fabric sections received rnuch of
their subgrade contanination ín the for¡n of clay
particles. Because Control Section 5 (the nost fouled
section) exhibited a significantly lower percentage
of clay within its ballast fines, this indicates
that large quantities of subgrade silts in addition
to the clay were rnoving into the Section 5 ballast
because no fabric nas present. This substantiates
the filtering capabilities of the fabrics with re-
spect to silt-sized pârticles.

The quantities of clay-sized particles present
within the ballast in Fabric sections lr 2, and 4

were between 2 and 3 percent by weight of the total
ballast. sarnple. Fabric Section 3 and Control Section
5 had about I percent clay fines near the botton of
the ballast layer'. [In Fabric Section 3, this nay be
explained by the extrusion of the soil-slurry that
had built up just under the fabric.l Percentages
less than 4 or 5 are normally considered negligible
ín that they hrill not influence the ballast perfor-
¡nance. The anount of clay in Sections 3 and 5, how-
ever, tnay contribute to a degradation of the engi-
neering properties of the ballast. An example of
such degradation ís the possible increased lateraL
spreading of the botto¡n layer of ballast under the
lateral shear forces causeil by traffic. Excessive
track settlement can result. It appears that the use
of fabrics can control the punping of silt-sized
particles into the bal.last. Fabrics wí1I allow a
smaIl amount of clay to punp into the ballast. How-
ever' this anount of clay wiII be significantly
srnalLer than would have occurred if no fabric had
been used.

PROPERTIES OF RECOVERED GEOTEXTILES

After 17 months of service, several ties were removed
and the ballast vras excavated so that sanples of
fabric could be taken from each test section. The
fabric sa¡nples were Èaken to a laboratoryr tested
for theír permeability, both in-plane and nornal to
the fabric' and conpared with the permeability of a
clean sample of fabric (shown as the control sample
in Figure 10). AIso, the strength in tension, âs
¡neasured by the Grab Tensile Strength test, was
determined.

Figure 10 sho¡{s the rneasured decrease in fabric
permeabilities when tested in the soiled condition
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after renoval frorn the fie1d. As shown, the in-pl"ane
perneability of the fabric sanples after 17 nonths
in track have decreaseil by as much as a factor of
100. The fabric in Section I retained the greatest
percentage of its initial ín-plane perneability. The
test performed on the fabric from Section 3 appeareil
to show a gain in permeability in the field; however,
this test was reported by Èhe technician to be in
error. The fabric in Section 3 is known to have
clogged ¡Rore severely in the field than any of the
other fabrics based on the observed performance in
the field.

A combination of visuaL and ¡nicroscopic inspec-
tions revealed that all of the fabrics hacl soil par-
ticles in the voids of the fibers ancl on the fabric
surfaces. Fabric t had the least amount of soil in
the fibers, while the other three fabrics had a
greater (approxinately equal to each other) degree
of soil particles in then. These observations con-
fir¡ned the laboratory permeability results.

The tests that vrere conducted to deterrnlne the
permeability normal to the plane of the fabric again
showed the fabric frotn sectÍon L to have the ãmållest
percentage dêcrease and the greatest perneabílity.
However r even wíth permeabÍlity decreases on the
order of I00. the soiled fabric perrneability was
stilt nuch greater than thåt of the soiL itself.

It appêars desirable to permit a certaln amount
of clay to pass into and through the fabric, while
the silt is retained in the surroundíng soil. If
sorne clay fines are noÈ allowed to pass into the
fabric, they are retained just under the fabric andt
after a time, mây for¡n a weak soil layer. The be-
havior of pore erater pressure at the soil-fabric
interface is crucial to systern performance. The soil
inmediately adjacent to the fabric apparently has a
tendency to íncrease in yrater content as a result of
soil suction and locâl shearlng by ballast particles
(!). Hoare has found that the srater content of this
thin layer of clay soil layer nay increase to the
lÍquid limit and beyond. The fabric must rernaln suf-
ficiently permeable to allow pore erater' carrying
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FIGURE l0 In-plane permeability of geotextiles recovered from the field and tested at a
pressure of 3.4 psi, applied normal to the eurface.

the clay fines under pressure from transient 1oad6,
to escape ínto the fabric. In other vtords' the fil-
tration properties of the geotextile shoultl not be
100 percent efficient.

As evidence of this phenonenon¡ consider the
fabric-related soil failure in Section 3. À derail-
rnent occurred that vras directly relatetl to the weak
layer of clay particles that bullt up just under the
clogged fabríc. Although it fs not clear to vthat
extent the derailnent $tas due to the differential
rail settlement caused by the weak soil in section
3, or the track sliding horizontally under loadr or
both, the failure was clearly exacerbatedl because of
an ímpermeable geotextlle. Ballast sliding laterally
on top of the fabric due to a low coefficient of
friction of Fabric 3r also contributedl to the track
settle¡nent, although to a lesser dlegree than soil
failure, vrhich câused 6-in. rutting.

The grab strength test was used to deternine the
tensÍle resistance to tearing, when subjectedl to a

slowly increasing load applied to either end of a

standard sized strip. Fabric in a soiled and wet con-
dition was tested in this manneri the results are
shovrn in Figure 1I for sanPles recovered from under
the tie and in the crib area. The fabric with the
largest loss of strength, as conPared to a new con-
trol sâmple, vras Fabric 1, which exhÍbited a 56 per-
cent decrease. ¡'abric 2 had the least arnount of
strength loss, r,rith only a 35 percenÈ decrease.

A viaual inspection at the tíme of fabric sanpling
from the field revealed that Fabrics 3 and d had the
most holes from tanper and traffic-induced ballast
puncturing. AIso, despite the relatively low a¡nount
of retained grab strength, Fabríc I was observed in
track to have the least number of puncture holes.
The fabric holea aPpeared to be caused by puncturing
rather than abrasion.

ÀNÀLYSIS OF RESULTS

Any final analysis of the effect of geotextiles on
track behavior should conPare how the track $as

IN_PI,,ANE PERMEABII.TTY
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postulated to be improved and determine to what
exten!, if anyr the testing índicated such an im-
provernent. Data gathered over the 1.5 yr of testing
will be analyzed in nore detail in this section. The
four postulated beneficial effects rnentioned earliel
wiII nov¡ be reviewed in light of vrhat Èhe various
track neasurements indicated.

BeilEgrcc4gÉ

If track reinforcement was occurring, these effects
would probabJ-y manifest themselves in a decreased
a¡nount of vertical deformation under load and de-
creased pressure transnitted to the subgrade. A re-
view of the data from the subgrade pressure and
exÈensometer transducers indicated that no such re-
inforcement effect was observedr when the .instrument
readings of Fabric Sections I through 4 s¡ere compared
to those of the control (Section 5) and the cement-
stabilized (SecÈion 6) locations.

The control section did experience so¡newhat more
ba1last,/soil interface settlenent than the other
sections (Figure 5). Hovrever, this ¡nost likely is
due to ballast penetratíon into the subgrade in Sec-
tion 5. Therefore, rather than a reinforce¡nent func-
tion, the decreased settl-ement in the fabric sectíons
is probably attributable to the separation function
of geotextiles.

Subgrade l'loisture Transport

Another anticipated benefiÈ of geotextiles' that of
moisture transport in the subgrade, could be assessed
by the soil moisture measurements and the pore water
pressure readings. Although the soil moisture mea-
sure¡nents were not consistent betv¡een the different
measurement methods, there was still enough evidence
to conclude tha! there was no apparent subgrade
moisture transport in the fabric sections as compared
to the control section. The maximum seasonal- varia-
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FIGURE I I Grab strength of geotextiles recovered from the field and tested under wet and
soiled conditions (after l7 months in track).

tion of subgrade noisture content in Section 5 was
not significantly greater than that of the average
of all of the fabric sections (see Figure 4).

The pore water pressure readíngsr although some-
what difficult to interpret, also did not support
the moisture transport mechanism. The reduced pore
pressures that hrould be expected to be observed in
the fabric sections, rel-ative to the control- section,
if the fabrics did transport moisturer were not
apparent.

F iltration,/Separa tion

The real success of these geotext,iles in separating
the layers, and lÍniting internixing of Èhe ballast
and subgrade, could be seen by comparing the anount
of fines above the fabric wíth the âmount at the
ballast,/soil interface in the control sect.ion (Fig-
ure 9). The silÈy and clayey fines in the ballast of
each fabric test section could be used to assess the
filtration and separation functions of these geotex-
tiles. There vras a clear difference within the fabríc
sections with respect to the amount of subgrade fines
contaninatÍon in the ballast. Of t.he fabric sections,
Section t had the lowest amount of fines in the bal-
last, whereas Section 3 had the highest.

However, as mentioned previously, filtration
should not be I00 percent efficient. Passing some of
the cLayey fínes that have access to the fabric
should continue in order to prevent a buildup of
these particles and a result,ing weak soil layer. The
acceptable anount of clay is difficult to determine,
but ít should not be rnore than about 3 or 4 percent
of the ballast by weight.

Durability

The types of geotext,iles in this test a11ow a com-
parison of needle-bonded rdith ther¡nal-bonded fabrics,
and polyester with polypropylene fabrics. The ther-

(AFTER r? ¡¡or,[TEs rN TRACK)
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mal-bonded type of fabric structure appears unsuít-
able for use in railroad track because of its low
permeability and low ballast-fabric frictíonaI re-
sistance. The fabric with the polypropylene structure
(Fabric 1) seemed to perforrn best with respect to
resistance to both clogging and puncture damage.
Al-though not ¡nentioned before. Fabric I had the
highest retained filament strength of all- the fabrics
recovered fro¡n the field. The retained strength of
filaments fro¡n the tops (sides that faced the ba1-
Iâst) of Fabrics I to 4 were, respectÍvelyr 90, 57,
34, and 56 percent. There was, however, sornewhat
¡nore abrasion on the surface of Fabric 1. Alsot
Fabric t had the greatest loss in grab strength.

CONCLUSIONS

Geotextiles apparently provide varying degrees of
filtration and separation to the track structure.
These two functions could be enough to justify the
inclusion of fabric in the track. If reínforcement
or subgrade moisture transport, or both, also re-
sulted, then this would be an added bonus. However,
the data coLl,ected frorn this extensively instrumented
test showed no evidence of noisture transport or re-
inforcement attributable to the fabric.

The graphs of subgrade noisture fron the soils
(obtained by hand sanplíng for over 1.5 yr) indicate
seasonal changes in the soil in each section, but
the observed noisture variations were virtually the
same among the fabric sections and the control sec-
tion. It is in the variation of subgrade noisture
that one would expect to observe evidence of fabric-
índuced subgrade drainage. Reinforcement as a result
of fabric ¡nembrane support was also not indicated
fro¡n either the earth pressure rneasure¡nents or the
soil extensometers.

Perhaps one of the most interesting findings was
the geotextile-related track failure, which resuLted
in a deraii.ment in Section 3. The soil failure was
in the form of a clay slurry that had built up under
a fabric with a lo¡r initiaL perneability. The struc-
ture of the polymer (ther¡nal bonded) nay have had
something to do with the failure as weII. Because
the clay particles in the compacted clay loam were
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disptaced upwards under the J.oading conditions'
these fines accumulated at the fabric-soil interface.
Furthermore, the vrater in the clay fínes did not
escape through the fabric because of apparent fabric
clogging. This clogging is believed to have been
caused by the init.ially low permeability of the
fabric. The lovr ballast-fabric friction resistance
may also have contributed to the excessive settle-
rnent in Section 3r because of Low lateral ballast
restraint.

It appears that the installation of a geotextile
that clogs can be more harmful than not installing
one at all, as shown by the fact that Fabric Section
3 failedr while control Sectíon 5 vras remarkably
stable. Even though this particular type of ther¡naI-
bonded fabric is no J,onger used ín track' it does
illustrate what could happen if a fabric becane
clogged. Ifith the rnore permeable fabrics that rail-
roads are using currentlyr clogging may not occur
for many years. However r these fabric properties
that resist clogging should be further investigaled.

In su¡¡mary, the CaldweIl geotexÈile tests indi-
cated that these fabrics ¿lid not play a direct
structural role or nodify the soí1 conditions in an
active tnanner. The benefit of these naterials a¡r-
peared to be in their application as barriers to
intermixing of the ballast and subgrade.
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